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Type of camera Digital camera E995
CCD 1/1.8-in. high-density CCD; 3.34 million total pixels; 3.20 million

effective pixels
Image size 2,048 x 1,536 pixels; UXGA-size (1,600 x 1,200); SXGA-size (1,280 x

960); XGA-size (1,024 x 768); VGA-size (640 x 480); 3:2 (2,048 x
1,360) selectable

Lens 4x Zoom Nikkor; f = 8.0~32.0mm [35mm (135) format equivalent to
38~152mm]/F2.6 ~ 5.1 with macro; 10 elements in 8 groups; all ele-
ments are made of environmentally friendly glass; Nikon Super
Integrated Coating (SIC) applied; glass-moulded aspherical lens ele-
ments included

Autofocus Contrast-detect TTL AF; 7,123-step autofocus control including macro
range; 5-area Multi AF or Spot AF selectable

Focus modes 1) Continuous AF mode (when using LCD monitor), 2) Single AF
mode (when not using LCD monitor and/or selectable from shooting
menu), 3) Manual [50 steps from 2cm to infinity (∞) with Focus
Confirmation indication]

Focus range 30cm to infinity (∞); 2cm to infinity (∞) in Macro mode
Optical viewfinder Real-image zoom viewfinder; dioptre adjustment: –2 ~ +1m-1; LED

indication
LCD monitor 1.8-in., 110,000-dot, low-temp. polysilicon TFT LCD (LED backlight);

brightness (5 levels)/hue (11 steps) adjustment; frame coverage:
approx. 97% 

Auto OFF mode 30 sec.; can also be set manually (1/5/30 min.)
Storage System: RGB EXIF file (uncompressed TIFF or compressed JPEG)

Design rule for camera file system (DFC)
Media: CompactFlash™ (CF) Card Type I and Type II
No. of frames with 16MB CF Card (approx.)

Shooting modes Fully automatic ([A]-REC) mode; Custom ([M]-REC) mode (three
combinations of mode settings can be memorised)

Shooting menu options 1) White Balance, 2) Exposure Metering, 3) Continuous, 4) Best-Shot
Selector (BSS), 5) Lens, 6) Image Adjustment (Auto/Normal/ More
Contrast/Less Contrast/Lighten/Darken), 7) Image Sharpening,
8) Digital zoom (up to 4x), 9) Noise Reduction, 10) Saturation Control

Capture modes 1) Single, 2) Continuous, 3) Multi-Shot 16 (16 frames in 1/16 size),
4) VGA Sequences, 5) Ultra-high-speed Continuous (approx. 30fps for
70 QVGA-size images), 6) Movie (40 sec. for QVGA-size images at
15 fps)

Exposure metering 4-mode TTL metering; 1) 256-segment Matrix, 2) Centre-Weighted,
3) Spot, 4) AF Spot

Shutter Mechanical and charge-coupled electronic shutter; 8 to 1/2,300 sec.
and Bulb (up to 60 sec.)

Aperture 7-blade iris diaphragm; 10 steps in 1/3 EV increments
Exposure control 1) Programmed Auto with Flexible Program, 2) Shutter-Priority Auto,

3) Aperture-Priority Auto, 4) Manual; Exposure Compensation (±2 EV
in 1/3 EV steps); Auto Exposure Bracketing (5 steps within ±2/3 EV)

Exposure range EV –2 ~ +17 (W), EV -0.8 ~ +16.7 (T) (ISO 100 equivalent)
Sensitivity (approx.) ISO 100 equivalent; 100, 200, 400, 800, Auto; can be controlled in any

exposure mode
White Balance 1) Matrix Auto White Balance with TTL control, 2) 5-mode Manual

with fine tuning (Fine/Incandescent/Fluorescent/Cloudy/Speedlight),
3) Preset, 4) White Balance Bracketing

Self-timer 10 sec. or 3 sec. duration
Built-in Speedlight Pop-up type

Guide number: 10 (at ISO 100)
Flash control: Sensor flash system
Flash modes: 1) Auto Flash, 2) Anytime Flash, 3) Slow Sync,
4) Red-Eye Reduction

External Speedlight Multi-flash sync terminal connects to external Nikon Speedlight 
SB-28DX/28/26/25/24/22s through the Multi-Flash Bracket Unit SK-
E900; built-in Speedlight can be cancelled when using external
Speedlight(s)

Playback menu options 1) 1 frame, 2) Thumbnail (4/9 segments), 3) Slide show, 4) Enlarged
playback (up to 6x); Histogram indication and highlight point display;
Focus confirmation indication; Hide and protect attributes can be set to
each image

Interface USB interface

I/O terminal Power input; Video output (NTSC or PAL selectable); Digital output
terminal (USB/Remote Cord); Sync terminal for external Speedlight

Power requirements 2CR5/DL245 lithium battery, lithium ion EN-EL1 battery, AC adaptor
(optional)

Battery life Approx. 110 min. when using LCD monitor and EN-EL1 battery at
normal temperature (20˚C)

Dimensions (W x H x D) 138 x 82 x 40 mm
Weight (without battery) Approx. 390 g 

Accessories included* Lens cap, Neck strap, Video cable, 16MB CompactFlash™ Card, USB
cable, Rechargeble Li-ion Battery EN-EL1, Battery Charger MH-50,
Nikon View Ver. 4 CD-ROM, Photoshop® 5.0 LE CD-ROM

*Standard accessories may differ by country or area.
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Image Image size FULL UXGA SXGA XGA VGA 3:2
quality

HI 1 — — — — 1

FINE 10 16 24 37 86 11

NORMAL 19 31 47 69 144 22

BASIC 37 59 86 121 229 42
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E995

Designed for your imagination

3.34
 4X
   5

-Megapixel CCD

Zoom-Nikkor

-Area Multi AF

In addition to Nikon’s EC-CF series, the COOLPIX995 may be
used with the following CompactFlash™ Cards: SanDisk
Corporation’s SDC-FB16/32/48/64/96/128 and Lexar Media
Corporation’s CF008/016/032/048/064/080 4X USB,
CF008/016/032/048/064/080 8X USB and CF128/160 10X USB.
For more details, please contact the respective company.

Windows®

OS: Windows®98/98SE,
Windows®2000,
Windows®ME or
later pre-installed
model

CPU: MMX® Pentium®
or later

Macintosh®

OS: Mac® OS 8.6, 9, 9.1 (Only
built-in USB ports are support-
ed)

Models: iMac™, iBook™, Power
Macintosh® G3 (Blue/White),
Power Macintosh™ G4 or later,
PowerBook® G3 (USB built-in
model) or later

Command dial

Shutter-release button

DC-IN connector

Mode (FUNC 1) button

Zoom-Nikkor lens

Sync terminal

Quick Review button

Zoom buttons

Focus area/Multi selector

Monitor button

Image quality/Image size button

Video output connector
USB/Remote Cord connector

Flash mode/Sensitivity/Thumbnail button

LCD monitor

Built-in Speedlight

Mode dial

Menu button

Focus mode/Manual focus/Delete button
Memory card slot

Battery chamber

Exposure compensation
(FUNC 2) button

Control panel

Dioptre adjustment dial

Nomenclature



Superior 4x Zoom Nikkor for sharp 
and clear pictures

Pop-up Speedlight for minimised 
red-eye

Quick Review function for image 
confirmation with a click of a button

Wide range of converters and acces-
sories for extensive shooting needs

Nikon COOLPIX995 Digital Camera

Explore the 
richness of the 
digital landscape
Get ready to embark upon one of the greatest

journeys of your life. Nikon’s COOLPIX 995

will be your guide as you discover the exciting

and boundless world of digital photography.

Equipped with everything needed to navigate

any shooting condition and end up with unfor-

gettable photos of truly remarkable quality,

the COOLPIX 995 lifts your photography to a

new level of ability, opportunity and choice.

Designed to handle as comfortably as a

Nikon SLR, the COOLPIX 995 boasts a hefty

list of essential features that, at a touch, will

adapt precisely to your imaging needs. A 4x

Zoom-Nikkor offers you sharp, clear images

plus more zoom power. Its unique swivel

design allows you unrivalled flexibility to

choose the position from which you want to

shoot. The versatile pop-up flash minimises

red-eye and unwanted shadow cast upon your

subject. And the Nikon imaging system uses

an advanced digital algorithm to skillfully

deliver exceptional colour and white balance.

Add to these class-leading macro focus

capability, Noise Reduction Mode, White

Balance Bracketing, Saturation Control Mode,

Nikon View 4 software, and a wide range of

converter lenses and accessories. Whatever

your journey and wherever your destination,

the COOLPIX 995 is the only companion you’ll

need as you explore the infinite diversity of

digital photography. Creative image control options — 
White Balance Bracketing and 
Saturation Control Mode
Macro Close up to 2 cm.



5-Area Multi Autofocus

The COOLPIX 995 features 5-Area Autofocus with
unbelievable 7,123 steps, resulting in precision
that is normally reserved for professional SLR
products. The thumb-operated Multi Selector
allows you to target the precise Autofocus system
on any one of five areas in your photograph and
responds quickly as you select your desired focus
area.  In Macro mode, you can get as close as
2cm to your subject. There’s also 50-step Manual
focus and a convenient focus confirmation indica-
tion function.

Exposure controls
The COOLPIX 995 has four exposure
modes: Programmed Auto, Shutter-
Priority Auto, Aperture-Priority Auto,
and Manual. In Programmed Auto, a handy
Flexible Program allows you to choose from a
number of correct shutter speed and aperture
combinations. An extended shutter speed range,
from 1/2,300 down to 8 seconds, brings new pos-
sibilities to the range of subjects and offers the

means to make more effective use of aperture
value settings. Additionally, you can

use Exposure
Compensation or Auto
Exposure Bracketing to
make your photographic
choices and exercise

greater control over exposure.

Exclusive TTL Metering
system
Nikon’s exclusive 256-segment Matrix Metering
automatically handles even the most difficult
lighting conditions. As you might expect from the
manufacturer of the SLR cameras on which the
world’s professionals rely, Centre-Weighted and
Spot Metering are also included for full versatili-
ty in subject metering. In AF Spot Metering
mode, the selected focus area will follow the
metering area.

TTL White Balance
In addition to Matrix Auto White Balance, the
COOLPIX 995 offers a Manual mode that lets you
predefine the white balance setting according to
the ambient lighting: Fine, Incandescent,
Fluorescent, Cloudy, and Speedlight. As an added
convenience, the Preset mode measures and
memorises white balance values. And a new
White Balance Bracketing function allows you to
automatically shoot the same scene with three
different white balance settings, ensuring greater
colour accuracy in all conditions.

Saturation Control Mode

Another clever creative option, Saturation
Control Mode lets you modify the appearance of
colours in your pictures in 4 steps, plus Black
and White. With less saturation, the tones are
more spread out and give you more leeway to
manipulate images on your computer. If you
want the simplicity and immediacy of having
more striking colours in the captured image,
heighten the saturation level to maximise vibran-
cy in printed or displayed images.

More controls for greater
creativity
• Brightness and Contrast Compensation
• Sharpness
• Sensitivity Control (ISO 100 to 800)
• Best Shot Selector

Low (-2 Minimum) 
{

(ideal for creative 
photography)

High (+1 Maximum) 
{

(ideal for direct printing)

Shutter-Priority Auto mode

♦ Shutter Speed: 1/2,000 sec.
♦ Aperture: f/5.4

M [Manual] REC mode ♦ Shutter Speed: 1/60 sec. ♦ Aperture: f/4.2
♦ Metering: Matrix ♦ White Balance: Preset

White Balance Bracketing
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Saturation Control Mode

Macro mode

♦ Shutter Speed: 1/100 sec.    ♦ Aperture: f/3.8

The heart of
COOLPIX power

It takes more than just a CCD with a lot of
pixels to deliver high-resolution images: It
takes a complement of supporting features.
The COOLPIX 995 offers the powerful trinity
of superior optics, a 3.34-megapixel CCD and
Nikon’s advanced image processing algo-
rithms, all working in harmony to deliver
astounding image quality.

Superior
4x Zoom-

Nikkor
Quality photography starts

with a quality lens. The 
COOLPIX 995 employs a 4x Zoom-Nikkor

with 8-32mm coverage (equivalent to 38-
152mm in the
35mm format) to
create clear, sharp
images. This newly
designed lens incor-
porates two aspher-
ical lens elements
that maximise opti-
cal performance
throughout the
entire zoom
range (thus min-
imising lens aberra-
tion, even with the
widest aperture)
and fit within a
compact body
design. Incorporated
in the lens is a
rounded, 7-blade
iris diaphragm for
precise control over
aperture settings,
giving full control
over the subject and
background focus,
yet another ingredi-
ent in getting
unparallelled photo-
graphic results.
When used with a
4x digital stepless
zoom, the combined
magnification rivals
even our most pow-
erful sports telepho-
to lenses. 

3.34-megapixel, 1/1.8-in.
CCD

With the COOLPIX 995 you can
record images at the true (non-
interpolated) resolution of 2,048
x 1,536 pixels, meaning crop-

ping, resizing and other editing can
be done with the assurance that there are
always plenty of spare pixels in the
image. 

Image processing by
Nikon’s intelligent
advanced algorithm
When you actually see the images you’ve
captured with the COOLPIX 995, either on
a computer screen or as a printout, you’ll
immediately appreciate the Nikon differ-
ence.  The superior colour reproduction
and white balance stem from Nikon’s con-
tinuous research and analysis of images
and image quality. And unlike other digital
cameras that might emphasise particular
colours at the expense of overall balance
and tone quality, the COOLPIX 995 utilis-
es Nikon’s advanced algorithms to repro-
duce colours faithful to the original, from
subtle flesh tones and sky gradations to
vivid yellows and purples. Literally, what
you see is what you get.

A [Auto] REC
mode: all-round
versatility

Put the camera into Auto and
you will see how accuracy is
built into every aspect of the
COOLPIX 995. The convenient A

REC mode delivers superb results in virtually
every shooting situation. TTL White Balance
and 256-segment Matrix Metering automati-
cally set exposure and colour balance, ensur-
ing confident, worry-free operation in any
lighting situation. This mode is especially use-
ful when you want to be prepared for any shot
that might present itself, such as when shoot-
ing candid or spur-of-the-moment photos. 

M [Manual] REC
mode: more cre-
ative licence

Want to have complete 
creative control over your
photos? Then use M REC
mode, which grants you full

command of all functions, from focus and
exposure to image control parameters,
including colour saturation control.

A [Auto] REC mode ♦ Shutter Speed: 1/60 sec. ♦ Aperture: f/3.3
♦ Metering: Matrix ♦ White Balance: Auto

8mm (38mm)

24mm (114mm)

LeLeggendarendary Niky Nikon imaon imagge quality in a dige quality in a digital fital forormamatt

16mm (76mm)

Aspherical lens elements 

7-blade iris
diaphragm

32mm (152mm)

4x digital zoom with
optional 3x telephoto
converter (1,824mm)
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Nikon COOLPIX995

Digital Camera



Total Coolpix System Compatibility

Fisheye
Converter 
FC-E8* 
(5 elements in
4 groups)

Wideangle
Converter
WC-E24* 
(2 elements in
2 groups)

Telephoto
Converter 
TC-E2* 
(4 elements in
3 groups)

Telephoto Converter 
TC-E3ED* 
(6 elements in 3
groups including 2
ED glass elements)

Serial Cable 
(Windows® & Macintosh®)

CompactFlash™ Card
Type I and Type II
(16MB Card** supplied)

PC Card Adaptor
EC-AD1 (accepts
Type I only)

PC Card Reader***

CF Card Reader***

USB Cable (supplied)

Multi-Flash Bracket
Unit SK-E900 
(with Nikon Speedlight
SB-28DX)

*Nikon recommends use of converters with camera’s shooting menu set to “Lens” 
(vignetting occurs otherwise with Telephoto Converters).

**Supplied card may differ by country or area. ***Non-Nikon products

Slide Copy
Adaptor ES-E28
[for 35mm (135)
format positive
and negative
films]

Wideangle
Converter 
WC-E63* 
(4 elements in
4 groups; low
distortion)

Video Cable (supplied)
TV Monitor (NTSC/PAL)***

COOLPIX 995

0.21x 0.63x 0.66x 2x 3x

Personal Computer***
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Ergonomic camera
design

Superior operability
Resting firmly and comfortably in your hands, the
COOLPIX 995 brings the feel of a Nikon SLR to
the Compact format. The thumb-controlled com-
mand dial and Multi Selector respond confidently
to your direction. When you start photographing,
you’ll notice you can shoot continuously at speeds
as fast as some digital SLR cameras – thanks to
the large buffer memory and high-speed image
processing. You don’t have to wait around for
data to be saved in the CompactFlash™ card: As
soon as there’s space enough for just one more
frame, you can release the shutter and capture
another image. And with a long battery life
(approx. 110 minutes with dedicated EN-EL1
lithium-ion rechargeable battery), you can con-
centrate more on your picture-taking and less on
time limitations.

Unique swivel design
The COOLPIX 995 takes full advantage of digital
photography and its many unique, exciting char-
acteristics. For example, constraints on shooting
angles are eliminated by the swivel design. From
virtually any angle, high or low, you can frame
your subject exactly as you wish and see compo-
sition and exposure on the precision LCD screen.
You can also increase shooting comfort and stabil-
ity by securing the lens position with a Swivel
Limiter when using a converter lens.  

Seeing is believing
Want to check and review your work quickly
when you are shooting? A new feature, Quick
Review, allows you to see captured images at
the press of a button, even while the camera
is set up for shooting. There are also numer-
ous options available in Playback mode to
view not only the picture you have taken, but
also how you took it, which settings you used
and how the tone range was captured – all of
which will help you to become a better pho-
tographer in your digital journey.

Noise reduction mode
The new Noise Reduction mode of the 
COOLPIX 995 brings unprecedented levels of
image quality to long-time exposure photogra-
phy. By automatically cancelling out back-
ground noise, this feature allows you to follow
your imagination even further into a new range
of subjects and night-time shooting possibilities.

Built-in pop-up Speedlight
Minimise red-eye and eliminate
unwanted shadows with the clever
built-in pop-up Speedlight. If you
attach a Wide or Tele converter to the
COOLPIX995, the pop-up Speedlight
works as a flash sensor for the exter-
nal Speedlight. 

Nikon Speedlight system
For more flash power and flexibility, you can
use Nikon external Speedlights via a multi-
flash sync terminal on the camera. Use the
Multi-Flash Bracket Unit SK-E900 to attach
Nikon Speedlights such as the SB-28/28DX or
SB-22s to the COOLPIX995.

Optional converter lenses
Optional converter lenses allow you to shoot

your subjects in var-
ious perspectives.
You can choose from

five types; 2x
telephoto, 3x
telephoto, 0.66x
wideangle, 0.63x
wideangle, and
0.21x fisheye.

Extensive applica-
tions for the digi-
tal environment

Choose the resolution
that best suits your
needs

Depending on how you’re planning to use
your images, you can tailor resolution, from
full-size for high-quality printouts to smaller
sizes for web use and animations. You can
select from Full [2,048 x 1,536]; UXGA
[1,600 x 1,200]; SXGA [1,280 x 960]; XGA

[1,024 x 768];
VGA-size [640 x
480 at approxi-
mately 30 fps]; 3:2
[2,048 x 1,360];
and Motion JPEG
imaging.

Improved
TIFF data
You can record

images in four compression modes: HI
(TIFF-RGB, uncompressed), FINE (1/4),
NORMAL (1/8), and BASIC (1/16). TIFF data
quality has been improved
drastically, translating to
better colour resolution.
Because edges of colours
are more sharply repro-
duced, even after an
image has been cropped
and enlarged, you will
have more scope for
image manipulation and
creative expression.

Storing, down-
loading and
archiving images

The COOLPIX 995 is compatible with both
Type I and Type II CompactFlash Cards. To
quickly upload images to your computer, use
either the supplied USB cable or a card read-
er – it’s that simple.
For moving your images from the camera to a
computer, Nikon View 4 is the ultimate in con-
venience and flexibility. If you want to trans-
fer all the images on the camera, just connect
with the USB cable and Nikon View 4 springs
to life. A single press of a button starts the

transfer of every image or just those
you’ve selected. You can automatical-
ly name your pictures as they are
transferred and add keywords and
comments to expedite filing and
retrieval. Should you want to see
more before moving your images to
your computer, with one click Nikon
View becomes a digital light box
where your photos can be sorted,
rotated and selected.

Histogram Indication

*Simulated photo

Slow Sync ♦ Shutter Speed: 1/8 sec.
♦ Aperture: f/7.1
♦ External Speedlight SB-28DX and 

Wideangle Converter WC-E63 in use

Thumbnail playback

*Simulated photo

Nikon COOLPIX995

Digital CameraNikNikon makon makes it easier than ees it easier than evver to do morer to do more with dige with digitalital

Swivel design for shooting from any angle, high or low

Remote Cord MC-EU1 
(Single/continuous/interval shooting; illumination on/off)
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Quick Review

*Simulated photo

Taken with Wideangle Converter

Rechargeable Li-ion 
Battery EN-EL1 (supplied) Battery Charger MH-50 (supplied)

AC Adaptor/Battery Charger EH-21

What you can do with captured images

USB connector

Nikon View 4

Desktop 
publishing

Printout
Image editing 
and manipulation

Post 
images 

on a Web 

page
Copy and
archive

images with 

Nikon View 4

E-mail 
attachment

Noise Reduction Mode ♦ Shutter Speed: 8 sec.
♦ Aperture: f/7.0

{On Off


